
6/3e/69 
Dear Dick, 

Got little reeding/correcting done yesterday, so today I'm answering mail 
while 1  reed it. I expect to co to town end hope to recall my need fora cleaning rod. 

Be your 8/26, page 1: first par- I dieegree vrith your feilure to disa-
gree with Frazier on the ejection pattern. There held to be violent ejection to bend the 
lip, which means a backward  ejection pattern, plus whatever deflection ensues. There 
was a deviation because of the imputed downward magic of the rifle. Moeeover, boxes 
were moved immediately and none of the police pictures show toe arrangement the moment 
of tae shooting. Igo into this and your second pa. in eHITELASe. eith a stack of 
boxes disappearing (Bay's testimony) or merely with the boxes rearrenred before any 
photographing (Seudebakeres), there is no meaning in any "testing" of ejection pete3rn 
because the second deflection is interfered with, altered. 

It is my belief that with no box used at a rest, the known 7,osition of 
the window and tee downward angle, plus the scope, erecluded any of tee sheeting (,plus 
the 18" wall thickness - the sill projecting even further). BBC tried t- re-enact and 
couldn't' The Frazier picture of tee re-enectment in LIFE shows him without the scope 
on the rifle end the window too far open, the camereeneunted tictuees also show the 
window open too far. There is no exact dunlicetion elotere in oll the Wareen evidence. 
This can be only because it wee imeoseible. If (second per) you concede the poseibility 
of one shot with tee boxes as a rest, how account for any time to shift to e different 
position or the dent on the box said to ee from the rifle? It would destory accuracy. 

Per 3, other photos besides Dlllerds, Exempla, Willis 12, etc. Also, check 
stack pictures under Studebaker in veleeTETA9ei. There are numerous one, all eontrdictory, 
all wrong by tee existine pictures. 

Par 4; I teiek I've published the relevene figuees save one. kcal 18", 
window open 1?". What 1 lack is the distance from either surface of the inside edge 
of the bottom of the window. Tee well moy be more then two hicks (16 inches rather teen 
18),if som, most likely is another brick course, of 20 ". I've just locked at the 
oicturos, end teey do net make possible, except by tricky eeseurement, the positioning of 
the window's kW= bottom, hoedeonteily. Shadow also interferes, as does I-n;;le. eowewer, 
a etanderd brick, plus mortar joint (one) is B ". 

Per 5; I wee unaware of this added testing. But Kodak is a real expert, 
it is his business, and he immediately went to a violent ejection to show no. This and 
=air 6: would one firing ea rapidly as had to be done, use "unreel" force in ejecting? 
I think the fester the more vielent....Smeller dents en CEs 544-6 mean too-easy force.? 

PE 2, first full peraeve no time to aeneult nane1,1  second doctors' reports,,  
but it is my recollection the aerie description ie "thoracic" eree. One of two things 
must be true: if a frangible bullet (end why use it there and not in other shots), it 
Led to srike bone. e non-frangible bullet was used en.: it also struck bons. The language 
ie specific on toe kinds of fragment, eliminating frangible bullets. It is lead. Becht 
assured ma, when I check this with him by phone es soon as I could after discov,ring it, 
this inevitably means the bullet had to have struck bone, nothing else being able to 
fregment it. sill's, of course, in the context of the military bullet. I did not go 
into dumdums or soft-noses, etc., for if they eere used the entire case ie a.art on 
that tesis alone. 

Per 2: They are not Wechtle buddies end he did try. 
Par 3; I made no mention of 22s, but appreciate the tip. I referred to 

the .243 and similars, in comparison with theee0-06e. ire all centerfires like the 
hornet? 

Per 5: I've never given serious though to mercury fulminate, I tend to 
ignore the unnecessary end the unnecessary risks. This may have started with Garrison. 
t is also possible Turner fed this end the frangible 2oncept to him. I trust neither. 

Thanks for explanations and agreed on rest of page. 
Page 3, per I; Frazier dispites you. He refused to use this as proof the 

bullet entered in the rear, in DC end in 140. lie also said teat if a bullet with the 
imputed history of 399 bed struck coarse cloth or bone they would have merked it-and 
didn t. Whet is your source? I'd be inclined to think that at that great velocity, 
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the blood would disappear fest. Might not the tight skin cleanse enough off? 
Per 2: If that bullet entered the beck, show me how it exited. 
Per 3: agreed on your opinion there has to be depth to tre probe for 

it to reggeet a dependable angle. 
Per 4: there is no .7 of ',mowing the character of the Edges for that 

wound was probed by finger, which distorted everything, giving, inevitable, the character 
of mailing in. 

Per John was through this long ego. "e discussed it with me two years ego. 
61"thenke for explanation. I knew fact, not reason for it. 
a; Your interpretation is quetionable. On 182/23, after examinations, 

under "results of examinations" hoover gives weight at 158.6 grains. Thy assume this 
wee before remnv'l of smenles for spectra? I ems plural because i  have now learned 

ezierr els() removed a piece of undisclosed size from the core? It he could account 
for 10C% of the missing weight! 

Lest per; Gary end/or Bud have these elides, either of them being able 
to provide a cheaper copy. If not, let me Know ugpia. I'll also want them, and more, 
for lectures i hipe to be making, offered by an agency. 

P. 4: S, regue has no photos from aell'e scrap book. ''his is probably a 
reference to pictures I gat from Larry aewerd ond turns over to Steve Burton end 
Fred Newcomb. if whet you get is unclear, cheek with Gary, who has good relations 
with Fred. 

JP's 6/10 story from Mined gives no Simpson but does give Eugene Dernbec4 
A total of 12 were initially erreeted. :jeven were indicted. I asked the X for 0 copy 
of the indictment, wee 'promised it but never got it. why do you not ask, of the ±nterhal 
Security Div, DO" (not FB), Fenerel Triangle Bldg, of the US Atty in Miami? Or get some- 
one else to. 

Thanks also for tip on impossible suicides. I do not see how they do it. 

I'll meke a copy for Gary. 

Best, 


